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High-speed data acquisition for three-dimensionaI x-ray and neutron

Los

computed tomography

Anthony W. Davis”, Thomas N. Claytor, Matthew J. Sheats
Alamos National Laboratory, MS C914, Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

Computed tomography for nondestructive evaluation applications has been limited by system cost, resolution, and time
requirements for three-dimensional data sets. FlashCT (FJat panel _&norphous silicon ~igh-Resolution ~omputed
~omography) is a system deveIoped at Los Alamos National Laboratory to address these three problemsl. Developed around
a flat panel amorphous silicon detector array, FIashCT is suitable for low to medium energy x-ray and neutron computed
tomography at 127-micron resolution. Overall system size is small, allowing rapid transportation to a variety of radiographic
sources. System control software was developed in LabVIEW for Windows NT to allow multithreading of data acquisition,
data correction, and staging motor control. The system control software simplifies data collection and allows filly automated
control of the data acquisition process, leading toward remote or unattended operation. The fwst generation of the FlashCT
Data Acquisition System was completed in August 1998, and since that time the system has been tested using x-ray sources
ranging in energy tiom 60 kV to 20MV. The system has also been used to collect data for thermal neutron computed
tomography at the Los Aku-nos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE). System improvements have been proposed to provide
fia.ster data collection and greater dynamic range during data collection.

Keywords: Computed tomography, neutron radiography, amorphous silicon, x-ray, nondestructive evaluation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Computed tomography (CT) has been called the “Cadillac of Radiography, “ but while this may be tree, it has been a
particularly unwieldy vehicle for achieving the goals of industrial nondestructive evaluation. Traditional CT systems are
bulky freed installations tied to a single radiographic source, thus limiting the scope of objects that can be evaluated.
Additionally, while traditional linear array systems ‘may excel at
producing two-dimensional slices through the object under
evaluation, using linear arrays for high-resolution three-
dimensional datasets is a very slow process, requiring many
hours or days to complete. Recently, area detectors have been
employed to acquire three-dimensional datasets more efficiently,
but they have presented their own problems: low resolution,
distortion, and difficult alignment. At Los Alamos National
Laboratory, a system for high-speed three-dimensional
computed tomography has been developed to meet the
demanding requirements of industial radiographers. FlashCT

@at panel Amorphous silicon Ijigh Resolution ~omputed
~omography)-k a fhsion of a suite of custom software with the
latest in amorphous silicon detectors to create a versatile set of
tools to make three dimensional CT as straightionvard and
flexible as traditional direct radiography.

The FlashCT system consists of three elements: the system
hardware (Figure 1), the FlashCT Data Acquisition System
software, and the FlashCT Data Processing System software.
The goal of the system design has been to enhance system

“ Correspondence: Email: awdavis@lanl.goy Telephone: (505) 6

Figure 1. The F1ashCT System Hardware. The amorphous
;ilicon detector is in the background, and a concrete sample is
m the rotary stage. The x-ray head in the foreground is a 160

IcV Scanray Micro focus, one of many sources used with
-9260 FlashCT.
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flexibility, and to this end, FlashCT is essentially a set of standards for data collection, storage, and processing. Any
individual component of the system can be replaced or upgraded in a manner conforming to the FlashCT standards without
disrupting overall interoperation. With carefid up-fi-ont planning, the system has been assured a smooth upgrade path.

FkshCT has been used for nondestructive evaluation with a variety of radiographic sources. The system is portable and
relatively simple to setup, and it can be moved from one source to another in less than an hour. Data has been taken with x-
rays varying in energy from 160kV microfocus sources to the 20 MV Los Alamos Microtron (LAM) facility. By changing
the scintillator in the detector, FlashCT has also be used for neutron computed tomography at the Los Akunos Neutron
Science (LANSCE) facility. Objects ranging in size up to 25 centimeters in diameter can be inspected with FlashCT, and
with the high-energy sources, FIashCT has been used to inspect objects containing up to five centimeters of tungsten.

2. DATA ACQUISITION

The FlashCT hardware was designed to be simple and efficient allowing the system to be inexpensive and reliable. The
detector and staging system are connected to the controlling computer by three cables up to 30 meters in length, allowing the
controlling computer to be located in a safe area while CT scans are in progress. Through these cables, the controlling
computer can adjust the position of the sample in three axes, adjust the integration time of the detector, and acquire image
data from the detector. Unlike linear detector arrays and CCD camera based systems, FlashCT requires only minimal
calibration before use.

FlashCT is based around an area detector,. similar to the CCD camera based systems, but unlike the CCD camera systems, the
detector is in contact with the scintillator sheet (Figure 2). In this arrangement, and assuming parallel rays, there is a one to
one correspondence with the size of the image on the scintillator and the size of the image on the detector. Also, ahnost 50°/0
of the light energy fkom the scintillator reaches the detector.

The object being imaged is moved by a staging system mounted in front of the detector. The staging system has three axes of
motion, two linear stages to align the object into the detector area remotely, and one rotational stage which rotates the object
with respect to the source and detector in order to generate the CT dataset.

An Intel based computer running Windows NT and the data acquisition software controls the entire system. This computer
controls the detector array, generates the integration time control signals, and sends commands to the staging system (Figure
3). It is important to note that since the FlashCT system does not interface with the radiation source in any way, making the
system independent of the source used, the system has no direct info”i-mation concerning source parameters.

Scintiliator

1 “-maah Amo~hous
k Silicon

k Detector

~ -YSource

Axis of
rotation

Figure 2. A diagram of FIashCT operation.

2.1. Detector

The detector used for FlashCT is the dpiX Flashscan 20 amorphous silicon imaging array. The 195 millimeter by 244
millimeter (7.68 inch by 9.60 inch) array is composed of 2.9 million pixels, each 127 microns square2. The scintillator is
contained between the aluminum casing and the silicon surface, and is replaceable. For x-radiography, Kodak Lanex Fine
scintillator screens are typically employed. For neutron radiography, a Bicron type 704 scintillator is used. Radiation
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incident on the scintillator will cause it to illuminate, and the light photons will be detected by photodiodes in each detector
pixel. When light is present and the imager is integrating, the photodiodes will allow charge to accumulate.

The amorphous silicon detector is ideal for radiography since it is, by nature, unharmed by high-energy radiation sources,
unlike other microelectronics produced on crystalline silicon. The only shielding required is around the edge of the detector,
where conventional charge amplifiers and analog to digital converters may be hiwmed by prolonged exposure to radiation.
The detector itself may be placed directly in the beam path without the need for turning mirrors.

The imaging array is controlled by circuitry mounted on the side of the unit that operates in two modes. The fust mode is the
integration mode. In this mode, incident light causes charge to accumulate in the charge amplifiers for each pixel, When the
integration time has expired, the control circuitry will shift to the readh-eset mode, where the values for each pixel are read by
a 12 bit analog to digital converter, and the charge amplifiers are reset. This operation requires 1.5 seconds for the Flashscan
20. The timing of these modes is controlled by trigger pulses. On each rising edge of the trigger, the imager will first read
and clear all the pixels, and then begin integrating. Integration will end on the next rising edge of the trigger, when the cycle
is repeated.

The imager connects to the control computer with a 36 pin digital interface. When the computer requests an image from the
detector, the fmt trigger pulse after the request will begin to read and clear the pixels, and the image data is transferred to the
computer as it is read from the array. The image returned will result fi-om the integration period occurring during the request
from the computer.

Trigger pulses can be generated by one of two methods. The f~st is to use the internal oscillator of the Flashscan 20. A
switch on the side of the imager allows selection of this internal integration time mode. A twelve position rotary switch then
controls an oscillator that generates trigger pukes at regular intervals. The other mode is to use an external trigger source. A
BNC connector on the side of the irnager allows 5 volt trigger signals to be generated externally for finer control of the
integration time. In either mode, the integration time is the time between pulses minus the 1.5 seconds required for the
readlclear cycle.

FlashCT has also been designed to work with the newer Flashscan 30 from dpiX. The Flashscan 30 is very similar to the
Flashscan 20, except that it uses a larger imaging array: 7.4 million pixels arranged in a 282 millimeter by 406 millimeter (12
inch by 16 inch) 0117iy4. Each pixel in the Flashscan 30 is 127 microns square, as they are in the Flashscan 20. Control of
the Flashscan 30 is nearly identical to that of its predecessor, with the exception that the read/clear cycle requires 3.3 seconds
instead of the 1.5 seconds required in the Flashscan 20.

2.2. Control software

The FlashCT Data Acquisition Software controls
the hardware during setup, calibration, and
scanning. The primary fi,mction of the Data
Acquisition System (DAS) is to automate the
process of collecting tomographic datasets. Once
the scan parameters have been entered, it will rotate
the object and collect radiographic images at the
desired angles. It saves these datasets in a specific
format for later processing and reconstruction by
the Data Processing System software. A separate
program accomplishes the tomographic
reconstruction, since data can be collected faster
than standard Intel based computers can reconstruct
it. In this manner, several computers can be used to
reconstruct the data while a single computer is
taking data.

The DAS software (Figure 4) was written to allow
Iong term flexibility with regard to the hardware

Figure 4. FlashCT Data Acquisition System user interface. The image
shown in the preview screen is a computer mouse prepared for a CT run.



‘ used, while still offering high performance and ease of use. The goal of the user interface was to allow new users to become
proficient with the system after only a few hours of training, and to simplify complex operations for experienced users.

FlashCT-DAS was written using National Instruments LabVIEW version 5.0. The choice of a high-level interpreted
language such as LabVIEW as the development system remains one of the unique features of FlashCT. Previous CT systems
at Los Akunos, and ahnost all commercially available CT systems, use more conventional, lower level programming
languages such as C for the development of the control software. The desire in the design of FlashCT was to avoid creation
of a monolithic piece of software compatible with only one set of hardware and difficult to modi~ for t%ture uses. LabVIEW
was chosen to meet several requirements of FlashCT: flexibility, high performance, an intuitive user intefiace, and rapid
development.

LabVIEW has become a standard development platform for a variety of signal processing and data acquisition systems.
Many manufacturers of data acquisition hardware timish LabVIEW drivers with their products, eliminating the necessity for
writing custom drivers for every new piece of equipment. In the case of FlashCT, LabVIEW drivers exist (in one form or
another) for the amorphous silicon imager, the Galil motion controller, and the National Instruments timer card. The use of
drivers as opposed to writing specific commands directly into the software provides a level of abstraction between the main
program and the hardware. New hardware can often be substituted for the existing hardware simply by changing the driver in
the program. The wide availability of LabVIEW drivers makes this feature practical.

LabVIEW is an interpreted programming language, which means that every LabVIEW instruction is evaluated and converted
into machine code while the program is ruining, as opposed to a compiled Ianguage such as C, where all the program
instmctions are converted into machine code in advance. Typically, interpreted languages pefiorm more slowly than
compiled languages, and a direct comparison of LabVIEW to C would show that LabVIEW does not perform as well as a
compiled C program. However, for data acquisition, the complexity of writing a streamlined, multi-threaded C program
limits development to a few very skilled individuals. LabVIEW’s data-dependant programming language, G, is inherently
multi-threaded, and will take advantage of multiple processors whenever possible. This allows even very simple LabVIEW
programs to take fill advantage of multiprocessor systems. In practice, LabVIEW programs can stream data through
memory and to the disk drive very efficiently, and can match the performance of compiled C programs for many operations.
For those few operations where a compiled language would offer better results, compiled code was written and linked into
the LabVIEW program.

LabVIEW includes user interface (UI) creation as an integral part of program development, and provides many powerful
graphical controls for UI development. The UI development is an ongoing process, and minor changes to the W can be made
very rapidly. Many requests from users of FlashCT can be accommodated in a reasonable fahion without rewriting major
portions of the software. The graphical nature of the UI conforms to many standards already fiuniliar to users, so new user
training time is greatly reduced.

LabVIEW provides many powerful fimctions specifically designed for data acquisition and processing, so development time
is reduced. Further, these fimctions have been thoroughly tested by National Instruments, so using these functions can reduce
the amount of code that must be debugged in the event of an error. Code re-use can greatly contribute to software stability
and shorten the development process. LabVIEW’s inherent modularity also aids in integrating components written by
different developers, as was done with FlashCT-DAS.

3. DATA PROCESSING

Once a dataset has been generated by the Data Acquisition System, it must be processed and reconstructed into a three-
dimensional property map of the object under investigation. The software written to handle viewing, filtering, and
backprojection of the data is called the FlashCT-Data Processing System (DPS). Unlike many CT systems that use the same
software for data collection and reconstruction, FlashCT has been designed with separate soflware for these two tasks. Since
data collection with FlashCT is many times faster than data reconstruction, it is likely that several computers may be required
to do data processing and reconstruction for every computer collecting data. Also, data processing tends to be an interactive
task with the user, and often only selective portions of the data will be reconstructed, or prelimimuy slices of the volume will
be reconstructed to determine data acquisition quality.



* Another advantage to having separate software for image processing and reconstruction is that fiture data acquisition systems
need only write data which conforms to the Unified Directory Structure and the DPS is already available to reconstruct the
images. ‘This allows new systems to be developed without the necessity of rewriting reconstruction soflware.

The DPS software was written to provide the user with an
intuitive user interface (Figure 5) in order to reduce new user
training time and to allow greater flexibility with data
manipulation. The interface walks the user through the major
steps to reconstruct the data, and allows processing options to be
selected along the way.

The Data Processing System software was written using a
combination of Microsofi Visual Basic version 6 and Interactive
Data Language (IDL) version 5.2 fi-om Research Systems
Incorporated. Visual Basic provides the user interface and basic
file management, while IDL is used for all image processing,
reconstmction, and displaying functions. The combination of the
two development systems allows the program to be developed
which combines the strengths of each language. Visual Basic
provides tools to create easy to understand graphical interfaces

‘and high level file management, while IDL provides efficient
processing and a large library of image processing functions.

Figure 5. FlashCT’ Data Processing System main user
interface.

IDL includes an ActiveX control that can be called from Visual Basic to petiorm the required processing and displaying
functions. All image display windows in the DPS are produced by IDL running within a Visual Basic window.

At the core of the DPS are several basic routines that are called to process and reconstruct the images. The images are fwst
calibrated, centered, and filtered. Then the images are reconstructed assuming either a parallel beam or a fan beam. The
resulting reconstructed slices form the complete three-dimensional volume data that can be manipulated to show the desired
information about the object under consideration.

3.1. Image processing

For filtered backprojection, the desired input data is the line integral of the attenuation of the object between the source and
the detector. Therefore, some method of converting the raw pixel data into thk integral of attenuation is required. The data
from the Flashscan 20 ranges from O to 4095 (it is collected with a 12 bit A/D converter). When illuminated with x-rays, the
detector pixel values become lower. In practice each pixel ranges from low values around 0-200 to high values of around
3000-3500. Due to process variations in manufacturing, each pixel has its own response. To compensate for these
variations, two calibration files are generated (in practice, many fields are taken and averaged to generate these files.)
Averaging several fi-ames taken at fill x-ray exposure (without saturating) generates a light field. Similarly, averaging
several frames taken with no x-ray exposure generates a dark field. These t%rnes can be used in the conversion from
arbitrary pixel values to relative photon count numbers. Note that at this stage, no adjustment is made for variations in the
source. That is done when the photon count numbers are compared with the reference detector. The conversion of the pixel
numbers to relative photon counts is performed by the expression

X,j –Dij
qj= ‘ ‘ (1)

Lij– Dij ‘

where X is the image to be field flattened, and L and D are the light and dark fields, respectively. This is slightly different
from the standard field flattening given in earlier papers, and in the dpix paper, as it also inverts the intensity of the resulting
image (arm of many photons receive higher values, appearing lighter in standard image displays.)

These pixel counts can then be passed into the natural log fimction to account for the exponential absorption of photons. This

will convert the photon values into attenuation integral values. More correctly, the integral of the attenuation is the natural
log of the ratio of the photons incident on the object to the photons measured at the detector. In this step, the source
variations will be corrected. The only remaining item is the measurement of the incident photons. The technique employed
here is to average the pixels in the leftmost column of the image to use as a reference detector. The assumption is that the
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. object being inspected will never come between this column and the source, thus providing this column with an unobstructed-.
measurement of the incident photons. The use of an entire column allows ;airly precise measurements of the source
intensity. Using this data, the resulting expression for the integral of attenuation is:

(2)

where Y is the image formed after conversion to photon count data. The resulting attenuation image is now correctly
adjusted for backprojection.

The procedure outlined for conversion of the data to integral attenuation data assumes “good” data. In actual practice,
however, many physical constraints cause problems with this method. The primary problems are due to bad pixels, limited
dynamic range, and detector noise.

Obviously, the natural log function is the most prone to numerical errors. If any photon counts reach zero, the ratio will be
undefined. If the photon count is negative (a possibility if noise pushes a particularly dark pixel value above the dark
calibration field value) and the source detector value is not also negative, the natural log fimction will be undefined in the set
of real numbers. Also, bad pixels in the data can cause large variations in pixel values, and lead to numerical errors. Before
taking the natural log of the data, the data must be correctly adjusted to prevent these errors. Bad pixels are replaced with the
values of their good neighbors. Negative photon counts should be checked against the source photon count and replaced with
zeros if the source is positive. Alternatively, if the source count is negative, positive photon counts must be adjusted. In
practice, these problems occur more frequently if the images are incorrectly exposed.

3.2. Centering algorithm

In order to backproject correctly, the center of rotation must be centered in the sinogmm. During backprojection, the center
of rotation is assumed to be in the center of the reconstruction area, and any deviation from this will cause severe blurring of
the image. Note that the object need not be centered, just the axis of rotation. This means the object may sit anywhere on the
mounting f~ture, not just in the center. The center of the mounting f~ture rotation, however, must be in the center of the
image.

In practice, it is difficult, if not impossible, to center the axis of rotation in the middle of the cropped region of the detector
while aligning the system. Clearly some solution to the centering problem must be found other than physical alignment. The
method employed to solve the centering problem is an algorithm that analyzes the sinogram and determines the center of
rotation from the given data. Once the center of rotation is determined, the sinogram can be shifted to place the center of
rotation in the middle of the sinogram.

Sinogram centering occurs after the sinogram has been created, source normalized, and field flattened. There are three stages
to centering: determining the center of rotation for each sinogram, determining the center of rotation for the entire dataset,
and adjusting all sinograms in the dataset.

The first problem is to fmd the center of rotation for each of the sinograms. In x-radiography, the absorption is closely
related to the density of the object, so the term “center of mass” is frequently used to define the point where equal total
absorption is observed to either side of the point. The same concept is valid for neutron radiography, even though the term
“center of mass” does not actually relate to the mass of the object, but to the absorption of neutrons. In either case, the
“center of mass” for a row of a sinogram can be determined using the expression

~i~(i)]
~ = i=f

~f(i)
(3)

i-l
where f is the row of the sinogram, so fo indexes a pixel value ffom the sinogram row, and n is tie number of columns in the
sinogram.



The centers of mass in a sinogram should correspond to a single center of mass of the object, which is rotating about the axis
of rotation. The centers of mass should therefore describe a sinusoid of known period over the rows of a sinogram. If the
mass center points are fitted to a sinusoidal model, the phase, amplitude, and offset of the resulting model could be
determined. The desired value is the offset since it will indicate the axis of rotation.

Once the axis of rotation for every sinogram has been determined, a single axis of rotation can be determined for the entire
dataset. A problem with the method of determining the axis of rotation for every sinogram exists when a sinogram contains
very little absorption data. This is often the case near the top of an object, where very little of the object is viewed in a
particular row. Another problem occurs if part of the mounting fixture is accidentally included in the field of view, as it may
enter and leave the field of view during the scan. These sinogmrns need to be centered, but the axis of rotation value
calculated for those sinograms maybe very far fi-om the actual value.

Another assumption that can be made about the dataset is that the axis of rotation will be the same for every sinogram. The
sinograms represent separate planes of the same object, and as long as the detector is parallel with staging, the axis of rotation
will be the same in every plane. The problem is then down to determining which centering values are valid and which ones
arose fi-om some sort of error. An assumption is that most of the planes will calculate correct centering values, and the others
will be widely spaced from those values. In this scenario, a simple clustering algorithm can be used to separate the centering
values into distinct groups. The clustering method is very simple: the first centering value presented to the algorithm forms a
cluster. Subsequent values will be added to that cluster if their value differs from the mean of that cluster by less than a
defined tolerance. If the value differs by more than the set tolerance, they will form a new cluster. The process continues
until all axis of rotation values have been clustered. The cluster with the most members is considered to be the cluster with
the correct centering value, and the mean of that cluster is used to center the entire dataset.

All sinograms in the dataset are shifted to cause the axis of rotation to be centered in the image. This shift frequently requires
fractional pixel shifts, which are calculated using linear interpolation.

3.3. Reconstruction algorithms employed

FlashCT employs filtered backprojection to reconstruct the three-dimensional datasets. Currently, two geometries are
supported: parallel beam and fan beam. Cone beam algorithms are not currently employed in FlashCT, but are under
development.

The point source to area detector geometry is, in fact, a cone beam geometry. In practice, cone beam reconstructions are very
difficult to implement and time consuming to use. For many applications, the object is small and the detector is far from the
source, so the rays through the object diverge only very slightly. In this case, one can assume the rays are parallel and use the
parallel reconstruction algorithm. Sometimes, however, the divergence is sufficient to cause noticeable blur artifacts around
the edges of the reconstmcted image. While a cone beam algorithm would be needed to solve the problem completely, a fan
beam algorithm can eliminate the artifacts in one dimension.

The fan beam reconstruction is an optional technique, and the user may opt to use the parallel reconstruction when the
required geometry data for the fan beam reconstruction is not available, or if a nearly parallel source is used, such as the
neutron source at Los Alamos, LANSCE. In order to work correctly, the fhn beam algorithm places two constraints on the
data collection. First, the distance fi-om the detector to the point source must be known. This is not always an easy
measurement to make, especially in the case of neutron sources. The second constraint is that the source rays through the
axis of rotation must be orthogonal to the detector. This can be accomplished by using an alignment target before acquiring
data and locating the orthogonal point on the detector. If these constraints are not met, the fm beam reconstruction will
invariably result in worse images than the parallel beam reconstruction.

FlashCT uses a very fast resorting algorithm to implement the fan beam reconstructions. The resorting algorithm was
proposed as a solution for systems with detectors spaced at one-degree increments. Clearly, the pixels of FlashCT’s detector
are spaced much closer than one-degree apart, and in addition, they are located on a plane, not on a circular arc around the
source. The resorting algorithm geometry must be reworked before it is applicable to FlashCT.

The resorting algorithm converts sinograms fi-om a fm geometry to a parallel geometry and calls the parallel reconstruction
algorithm. The idea behind resorting the sino~s is that the angled ray intersecting a pixel in one row of the sinogratn
actually belongs to a parallel ray taken at a different angle. That pixel’s data should then be shitled into the row
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corresponding to the angle where the ray would have been parallel. The shift corresponds to the angle difference betsveen the
actual ray and the equivalent parallel ray. The net result is that every column of a sinogram is shifted up or down by an
amount determined by the angle a particular pixel makes with the source.

An obvious side effect of this expression is that it results in shifls of fictions of degrees. If images are taken at every degree,
as is often the case, it follows that fractional pixel shifts will be required. The shifts are accomplished using linear
inte~olation, and the sinogram columns are shifted up and down in small increments, wrapping at the top and bottom of the
image.

4. SAMPLE DATASETS

FlashCT has been used to test numerous samples, and has rapidly become one of the primary tools in the Nondestructive
Testing and Evaluation team at Los Alamos National Laboratory. To illustrate the potential of FlashCT, several datasets are
presented.

4.1. RoboCast ceramic pieces

FlashCT is being used to assist Sandia National Laboratories and the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology ‘b
evaluating a new ceramic casting process. In this process, parts are constmcted from ceramic slurry using a rapid prototyping
machineb. The green ceramic parts are then processed through several stiges of fting and metal infision to form the final
product. The researchers at Sandia are interested in the uniformity of ceramic application, and the quality of the final metal
infusion7. FlashCT allows the parts to be nondestructively evaluated to look for voids and cracks in the ceramic and the
density distribution in the part. The same parts can be followed through the entire firing and intision to determine the effect
of flaws on the final product, and the possible introduction of new flaws during the intermediate stages. Complete three-
dimensional datasets for these parts can be taken in less than 30 minutes. A photograph of a sample part is shown in Figure
6, and a single horizontal slice is shown in Figure 7. The fmai three-dimensional dataset is then rendered (Figure 8), and can
be manipulated to reveal the structure of the part.

Figure 6. Photograph of a
ceramic piece.

Figure 7. Reconsbuction of a single
horizontal slice of a ceramic piece. Figure 8. Complete three-dimensional reconstruction

of a ceramic piece with interior exposed.

4.2. Neutron concrete core sample
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For another group at Los Alamos, a concrete core sample was examined to determine the interior distribution of aggregate
and cementg. The traditional method of studying the core samples has been to cut them into many thin segments and visually
analyze this distribution. This destructive method requires many hours of effort for each sample, and does not provide
complete information (each cut slice is much thicker than the resolution of FlashCT.) The dataset for the sample piece was
taken at the neutron facility at Los Alamos (LANSCE). The water in the cement absorbs neutrons, so while the aggregate
and the cement may have similar densities that make for low contrast x-ray CT, the difference between the two is pronounced
in neutron CT. A photograph of the sample is shown in Figure 9. A single horizontal slice through the sample is shown in
Figure 10, and the fill three-dimensional reconstmction is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 10. Single reconstructed slice
through the concrete core sample.

Figure 9. Photograph of the concrete
core sample.

Figure 1I. Full three-dimensional reconstruction of
the concrete core sample. A digital cut has been

made into the dataset to reveal the interior
information.

4.3. Coral sample

As a demonstration of the high resolving capabilities of FlashCT, a small piece of coral was inspected using low energy x-
rays. Again, the previous method of inspecting the coral samples had been to cut them into slices. FlashCT allows rapid
inspection of the coral samples without destructive methods. A photograph of the coral sample is shown in Figure 12, and
the fill reconstruction is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 12. Photograph of the coral sample. Figure 13. Three-dimensional reconstruction of the top of the coral sample with a
digital slice to reveaI interior information.
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